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Abstract. This article concentrates on the economic importance of the retail tenant
mixture within shopping centers, and provides empirical evidence of the inﬂuence of
tenant type on base rentals. The sample examined comprises 293 New Zealand shopping
center leases. The results indicate that for some generic types of retail tenant (but not
all), the type is an important determinant of shopping center base rents. It is also found
that base rents decrease in size and increase with center turnover. Occupancy costs are
tentatively found to be a negative determinant of base rents. These results are generally
supportive of the recent shopping center space allocation theories of Brueckner (1993)
and Eppli and Shilling (1993). The article also has several implications for the analysis
of evidence in the rent review process.
Introduction
Shopping centers often create their own retail markets which could have characteristics
and behavior quite distinct from the local retail community. Because shopping centers
have special qualities compared to other property investments and also because
institutional investors have a large appetite for them, a growing (primarily United
States) literature has arisen to explain their existence.1 The shopping centers academic
literature has evolved into the broad areas of central place theory, retail agglomeration
models, retail demand externality theories and the valuation of shopping centers and
their leases.
This article concentrates on the economic importance of the retail tenant mixture, and
provides empirical evidence of the inﬂuence of tenant type on base rentals.2
Furthermore, the results suggest several implications for the analysis of evidence in
the rent review process.
The study examines data from 293 shopping center tenancies in seven New Zealand
community shopping centers,3 within a cross-sectional analysis of covariance
framework.4 The results indicate that for some generic types of retail stores (but not
all), the retailer type is an important determinant of shopping center base rents. The
types of retailer found to exhibit individuality in base rentals are Books/Music/
Photography, Electrical Goods, Fresh Food, Jewelry, Lottery,5 Footwear, Specialty
Clothing and General Mall Store. It is also found that signiﬁcant negative relationships
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exist between size and base rents, and, center turnover and base rents. Occupancy
costs are tentatively found to be a negative determinant of base rents.
The article is organized as follows; in section two literature concerning the economic
importance of the retailer mix is discussed. The third section describes the data and
presents descriptive statistics. In the fourth section the retail category base rental
model results are reported. The mall store base rental model results are reported in
the ﬁfth section. Finally, section six is the conclusion.
The Economic Importance of the Retail Tenant Mix
Theoretical and Empirical Literature
The contribution of retail tenant mix to shopping center success has increasingly been
emphasized by occupiers, investors and professional advisers. The seminal idea is that
a planned center should aim to create an optimal combination of tenants that will
maximize center turnover and retailer proﬁts and therefore total net rentals. The retail
tenant mix will normally include one or more anchor tenants, a variety of mall stores
and food court operators. Each category of retail tenant has a role to play in creating
the center’s micro retailing climate. At the foundation are anchors that attract a base
number of consumers to the center. Food court operators can create another function
for the retail destination, as well as capitalizing on the high pedestrian trafﬁc ﬂows
in the focus of a center. Mall stores cover all of the other shopping needs of the
consumer, so as to economize consumers time cost of shopping.
Real estate professionals posit that because of the differing roles between retail tenant,
the center manager should not act to maximize rentals on a shop by shop basis without
considering the tenant mixture. Retail tenants that can afford to pay low rentals per
square meter must invariably be accommodated with high rental retailers for an
optimal retailer mixture to be found. This rationale is often espoused between retail
categories (anchor, food court and mall stores), and between mall store types (e.g.,
jewelry, fresh food and electrical goods).
In recent years, ideas of how planned shopping centers should exist have become the
topic of academic research. The theoretical foundation followed in this research is
based on previous models of shopping center space allocation developed by Brueckner
(1993) and Eppli and Shilling (1993).
In the stylized model developed by Eppli and Shilling (1993), there are two types of
tenants: (1) anchor; and (2) nonanchor tenants. The anchor tenants create a draw card
for the center and the nonanchor tenants beneﬁt from locating near the anchor. The
anchor tenant is affected only by the amount of space it leases and not by the space
allocated to nonanchors. Nonanchors however are affected by the amount of space
they lease and the space let to the anchor (i.e., agglomeration beneﬁts are one way).6
The landlord must choose the optimal allocation of space to the categories to
maximize total center rental. Allocation is based on the volume of sales per square
meter of retail space. Speciﬁcally, the marginal productivity of anchors and non-
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Eppli and Shilling’s (1993) model provides predictions which explain observed
behavior. For example, it is typically observed that anchor tenants have far lower
rentals per square meter than mall stores and food court operators. So why doesn’t
the landlord allocate all space to mall stores and food court operators? The answer
ﬂows directly from Eppli and Shilling (1993). The price of the mall store and food
court space depends on the space allocated to an anchor. If there is no anchor the
sales these retail tenants would achieve, and therefore the rent they could afford, will
move toward zero. This will cause total rental to be less than the optimal.7
The contribution that tenant image makes to the externality generating ability of an
anchor store has received considerable attention in the U.S. literature. It has also been
argued that superior image and tenant mix of planned centers contribute considerably
to a center’s success and can destabilize existing retail communities.8 Empirical
analyses of the importance of retail image to shopping center success have been
generally supportive. Nevin and Houston (1980) analyze a survey of 2000 homes and
report that anchors are possibly the primary reason for shoppers choosing a shopping
area. They also ﬁnd that tenant mix is important to the overall enjoyment of the
shopping experience.
Brueckner (1993) has produced a general shopping center space allocation model that
does not differentiate between anchors and nonanchors, but between all retail tenant
types. Retail tenants are deﬁned according to their retail demand externality generating
abilities.9 The starting point for Brueckner’s model is that centers contain a variety of
shops to lure consumers because of the time economizing quality of shopping at one
destination. If another type of retailer enters a center, this increases the likelihood that
any given shopping trip can be executed in a time-cost saving manner by visiting the
center (as opposed to visiting isolated shops). As some additional consumers will
patronize other stores during their visits, the existing retail tenants receive what
Brueckner terms an ‘‘externality’’ from the new type of store locating in the center.
Retail tenant types differ in their externality generating ability. For example, a mall
store selling goods that are not on many shopping lists would generate few
externalities, while a department store that carries many goods on the average
shopping list generates many. Brueckner extends this rationale and formally shows
that the rental for any retailer is dependent on the sales volume per square foot the
retailer achieves, and also on the sales that other tenants generating externalities
achieve. The implication of Brueckner’s theoretical work is that landlords must
optimize inter-retailer externalities to maximize center total rents.
The conclusions from Brueckner’s model also appear to be consistent with observed
behavior. For example, jewelry stores and lottery stores are typically identiﬁed as high
rental payers. The landlord does not allocate all the mall store parades to jewelers and
lottery stores because the price of these retail tenants depends on their sales per square
meter and the externalities generated by other mall store tenant types. Allocation of
all the space to jewelry and lottery stores is likely to cause externalities to be
suboptimal, as in most cases shoppers will not want only these two store types.
The theoretical models in the real estate literature are intuitive, but there has been
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Kinnard, Geckler and Kinnard (1993) summarize the main empirical ﬁndings of
analyses of U.S. and Canadian shopping centers. Size of store is consistently found
to be the most signiﬁcant determinant of base rentals per square meter. Rent per square
meter decreases as size increases. Rent per square meter decreases as sales per square
meter decreases. Anchor stores have the largest size and the lowest sales and rent per
square meter. Furthermore, the study by Kinnard, De Lottie, Kinnard and Geckler
(1993) shows strong evidence of these relationships being consistent over the last two
decades. Finally, log-linear regression models using sales and size to predict base
rents have produced consistent and defensible results in valuation cases in the U.S.
and Canada.
To summarize, the theoretical literature appears to have captured at least some of the
essences of shopping center spatial allocation. Furthermore, empirical studies have
conﬁrmed the important negative relationship between size and base rents and the
positive relationship between sales and base rents. Thus, academic research supports
the professional recognition that the basis for determining shopping center rentals is
different from that for other property investments. The broad distinguishing feature is
that rentals on retail space are extremely sensitive to the sales volume generated by
the tenant.10
Empirical Tests and Objectives
The ﬁrst objective is to test the hypothesis that the base rents of shopping center
tenants will be positively related to sales volume. Because there are no sales volume
data available to directly test this relationship, two proxy variables are used to test
the hypothesis.11 The ﬁrst proxy variable is tenant type. It is proposed that sales
volume will be similar for similar categories/types of retail tenant, and therefore the
type of store should proxy for sales volume. If sales volume inﬂuences base rentals,
it is anticipated that differences in base rentals will be observed among tenant types.
Between mall stores of differing types, those tenant types with high sales volumes
are expected to have higher rentals per square meter. It is expected that anchor tenants
will have lower base rentals per square meter than mall stores. Food court retail tenants
are expected to have higher rentals than mall stores. The second proxy variable is
total turnover of the shopping center. If sales for a center are relatively high the rentals
in the center should also be relatively high, thus a positive inﬂuence on base rentals
should be observed.
The second objective is to examine the legitimacy of two of the practices of landlords,
tenants and their advisers in the rent review process in New Zealand and countries
with similar leasing processes (e.g., the United Kingdom and Australia). Shopping
center leases in New Zealand are typically on a net basis with all occupancy costs,
excluding external maintenance, passed through to the tenant. The tenant pays the
higher of the base rental agreed for the premises or a percentage of the turnover. The
percentage applicable varies between tenant types but is seldom more than 10%. A
typical lease period would be three years with the tenant retaining rights to two further
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The ﬁrst practical issue examined is the appropriateness of negative size adjustments
to rental evidence in shopping centers. If this practice accords with actual market
behavior it should be observed that base rents are inversely related to size of premises.
The second issue relates to the occupancy expenses that are charged to the tenants by
the landlord or an agent. The vogue of retail tenants bargaining for space on the basis
of gross occupancy cost has lead some appraisers to make full adjustments to
comparative rental evidence for differences in occupancy expenses. However, this
makes no allowance for the efﬁciency of the center manager in providing services. It
could be argued that in some centers the tenants may receive a positive externality
from the occupancy cost expense, whereas in others a negative externality exists. It
is anticipated that base rents are negatively related to occupancy cost, however the
magnitude of the relationship should be empirically bounded. At issue here is whether
appraisers should make comparison on a straight $/square meter occupancy cost basis,
or by an adjustment that is market related.
Data and Descriptive Statistics
Data on 293 shopping center leases were provided from the retail database maintained
by Attewell, Gerbich and Havill Ltd. All of the leases are from seven planned
community shopping centers located on the North Island of New Zealand. The centers
were selected because they all have anchor, food court and mall store tenants and
similar free parking facilities. All leases were current in December 1992.
Information available for each lease included the size of the store, the current base
rental, the current occupational cost, percentage rental and type of tenant. The
categorizations of retail tenant are consistent with previous studies and distinctions
made by appraisers in the New Zealand market. Data on the size and turnover of the
individual centers was also provided.
Descriptive statistics of the sample are reported in Exhibit 1. The tenant types are
listed in descending order of average store size. The descriptive statistics provide
preliminary support for the expected negative relationship between size of premises
and rental per square meter. Average rentals per square meter generally increase as
size decreases. For example, Anchor tenants have by far the largest average ﬂoor area
and the lowest base rental, while Lottery shops have the smallest average ﬂoor area
and the highest base rental.
From Exhibit 1, it can be seen that some tenant types have small sample sizes. In
small samples the signiﬁcance of the differences between the mean rent of tenant
types is difﬁcult to assess, so t-Statistics are not reported. It can be noted however
that the mean base rental per square meter is found to be statistically lower than the
All Stores mean for Anchor tenants and higher for Food Court tenants. Pharmacy,
Service, Jewelry, Lottery and Other Mall Stores mean base rents are also signiﬁcantly
different from the All Stores mean base rental.12288 JOURNAL OF REAL ESTATE RESEARCH
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Exhibit 1
Descriptive Statistics











Anchor 8 2739 147 na
Pharmacy (drug store) 5 312 329 430
Service (Banks, Post ofﬁce) 15 254 353 459
Electrical Goods 8 224 424 531
Books/Music/Photography 21 168 459 562
Footwear and Sports 21 132 441 548
Women’s Fashion 47 129 427 534
Specialty Clothing (e.g., Jeans) 17 107 448 547
Other Mall Stores13 80 97 400 507
Food Unprepared 8 78 481 590
Hair 7 66 433 531
Food Court 38 63 683 812
Jewelry 9 59 650 752
Travel 4 54 439 537
Lottery 5 23 812 912
All Stores 293 189 460 567
Regression Analysis of Shopping Center Rents
Anchor, Food Court and Other Mall Store Tenants
The ﬁrst regression model estimated tests the prediction that: (1) Anchor tenants; (2)
Food Court operators; and (3) Other Mall Stores are heterogeneous retail categories,
and that these categorizations determine base rents. In the analysis, dummy variables
are used to test for differences in the three retail categories. Furthermore, it is
examined whether the relationships between the different categories and base rents
vary not only by constant scalar, but also if the dependence is linked to explanatory
variables. This is achieved by including size-category interactive dummy variables in
the regression equation.
Consistent with Sirmans and Guirdy (1993), Kinnard, De Lottie, Kinnard and Geckler
(1993) and Gatzlaff, Sirmans and Diskin (1993) a single logarithmic equation model
using ordinary least squares procedures is estimated and the regression errors are
examined for violations in the classical assumptions.14
The unrestricted regression equation is presented in Equation (1). Given the economic
theory forming the model and the insight provided by the descriptive statistics, it is
expected that b1 , 0, b2 , 0, b3 . 0, b4 , 0, b5 . 0 and b6 and b7 Þ 0.
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Exhibit 2
Retail Category Regression Results
Regressor Coeff. t-Stat Probability
Constant (All Mall Stores) 2.83 4.4 0.00**
Size (net lettable m2) 20.20 27.1 0.00**
Occupancy Cost16 20.05 20.5 0.62
Center Turnover17 0.50 5.7 0.00**
Food Court 1.15 2.9 0.00**
Anchor 21.66 22.3 0.03**
Food Court-Size Interactive 20.05 22.1 0.03**
Anchor-Size Interactive 0.16 21.6 0.12
Note: Number of observations is 293. Base Rental is the dependent variable. 5 .49. 2 R
**Signiﬁcant at 95% level or higher.
where:
Ri 5 ln of Base Rent/m2 Ti 5 ln of Center Turnover
b0 5 Constant (All Mall Stores) Si 5 ln of Size
Q1 5 Anchor dummy Gi 5 ln of Occupancy Cost/m2
Q2 5 Food Court dummy ei 5 Residual error
The regression results reported in Exhibit 2 are generally consistent with the assertion
of heterogeneous retail categories. The b0 coefﬁcient is the Mall Stores base scalar
comparison category for Ri. Thus eB0 is the scalar for base rents which is compared
with the Food Court and Anchor equations by b4 and b5.15
The coefﬁcients b1, b2 and b3 can be seen as the constant elasticity of Base Rent with
respect to Size, Occupancy Cost and Center Turnover, respectively. The coefﬁcients
represent the percentage changes in Base Rent for a unit percentage change in one of
these variables. Center Turnover has the expected positive coefﬁcient and is signiﬁcant
at the 95% level. Size is signiﬁcant at the 95% level and has the anticipated negative
coefﬁcient. Occupancy Cost has the expected negative coefﬁcient but is not
statistically signiﬁcant from zero.
The All Mall Stores (constant), Food Court and Anchor dummy variables are all
statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% level or higher. Anchor has a negative coefﬁcient
and the Food Court coefﬁcient is positive. Thus, the differential ‘‘intercept’’ signs are
consistent with expectations that an Anchor generally pays a lower rent per square
meter and Food Court operators pay higher rent per square meter than All Mall Stores.
The insigniﬁcant Anchor-Size differential slope coefﬁcient indicates that the magnitude
of the scalar is the only signiﬁcant difference between All Mall Stores and Anchor
tenants. There does, however, appear to be a slope differential between Food Court
operators and All Mall Stores, as the interactive dummy is positive and signiﬁcant at290 JOURNAL OF REAL ESTATE RESEARCH
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Exhibit 3
Retail Category Regression Diagnostics
Diagnostic Tests Test t-Stat
Functional Form Ramseys RESET chi-sq (1) 5.2 (0.02)
Normality Skewness and Kurtosis of residuals chi-sq (2) 108.6 (0.00)
Heteroskedasticity Regression of Squared values on
ﬁtted values
chi-sq (1) 1.9 (0.17)
the 95% level. This indicates that Food Court base rentals are more sensitive to size
differences than either All Mall Stores or an Anchor. Food Court tenants would appear
to suffer signiﬁcant diseconomies from operating in larger premises, resulting in lower
rental rates as the size of tenancy increases.
The reported indicates that 49% of the variation in Ri is accounted for by the 2 R
model (signiﬁcant at 99%). It is expected that the lack of an explicit sales volume
variable is the cause of the lower explanatory power of this model compared to
previous studies.
Regression diagnostics reported in Exhibit 3 do not suggest that the results are
misleading. Although normality is rejected, analysis of the residuals indicated that the
rejection was due to the inﬂuence of a number of dominant outliers. Examination of
a correlation matrix does not indicate that multi-collinearity is affecting the results.
Furthermore, adding variables in a stepwise manner does not result in large
movements in the coefﬁcients, indicating the multi-collinearity is not problematic.
Mall Store Tenants
The next issue examined is whether there are heterogeneous types of tenants within
the All Mall Stores category. Data on Anchor and Food Court stores were eliminated
from the sample for estimation. The same All Mall Stores types are adopted in this
regression analysis as in the descriptive statistics.18
As with the rental category model, it was necessary for natural logs to be taken of
the variables. Slope (log) dummies were found to be insigniﬁcant, and having no a
priori belief of other than (log) parallel relationships occurring, (log) intercepts are
used for retailer type dummies only.
The regression equation used to test the importance of All Mall Stores types is
presented in Equation (2). It is expected that: b1 , 0, b2 , 0, b3 . 0, and b4 to b1 Þ
0.
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Exhibit 4




Constant (General Mall Store) 2.400 3.6 0.000*
Size 20.205 26.1 0.000*
Occupancy Cost 20.092 20.9 0.382
Center Turnover 0.566 26.0 0.000*
Books/Music/Photography 0.305 4.1 0.000*
Electrical Goods 0.248 2.2 0.029*
Fashion 0.140 2.6 0.111
Fresh Food 0.218 2.0 0.050*
Hair 0.147 1.4 0.163
Jewelry 0.521 4.5 0.000*
Lottery 0.477 3.3 0.001*
Pharmacy 0.161 1.1 0.265
Service 0.136 1.5 0.132
Footwear 0.204 2.8 0.006*
Specialty Clothing 0.210 2.7 0.008*
Note: There were 247 observations. 5 0.34. 2 R
*Signiﬁcant at 95% level or higher.
where:
b0 5 Constant (General Mall Store) D5 5 Hair
Ri 5 Base Rental D6 5 Jewelry
Si 5 Size D7 5 Lottery
Gi 5 Occupancy Cost D8 5 Pharmacy
Ti 5 Center Turnover D9 5 Service
D1 5 Books/Music/Photography D10 5 Footwear
D2 5 Electrical Goods D11 5 Specialty Clothing
D3 5 Fashion ei 5 Residual Error
D4 5 Fresh Food
The results of the Mall Store Tenant Type model are presented in Table 4. The dummy
variables representing Books/Music/Photography, Electrical Goods, Fresh Food,
Jewelry, Lottery, Footwear and Specialty Clothing are all statistically signiﬁcant at
the 95% level or greater. The constant representing the dummy for General Mall Store
is signiﬁcant at the 99% level. These results support the importance of store type in
the determination of General Mall Store rents. The Center Turnover variable again
has the expected positive coefﬁcients and is signiﬁcant at the 99% level. Size is
signiﬁcant at the 99% level and has the anticipated negative coefﬁcient. The
Occupancy Cost variable is again negative, but statistically insigniﬁcant.292 JOURNAL OF REAL ESTATE RESEARCH
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Exhibit 5
Mall Store Type Regression Diagnostics
Diagnostic Test Type Test Test Statistic
Functional Form Ramseys RESET chi-sq (1) 1.89 (0.2)
Normality Skewness and Kurtosis of
residuals
chi-sq (2) 75.31 (0.0)
Heteroskedasticity Regression of squared values on
ﬁtted values
chi-sq (1) 0.08 (0.8)
The low indicates that only 34% of the variation in ln(Ri) is accounted for by the 2 R
current model (signiﬁcant at the 99% level). Again, the use of proxy variables for
sales volume are probably the cause of the low explanatory power of the model.
Furthermore, as differing lease commencement dates are not controlled for, market
changes may also be a cause of low explanatory power.19 Also excluded from the
analysis is any consideration of position/location; this omission is consistent with
previous works and can be rationalized on two grounds. First, it can be argued that
quality of location will be positively correlated with sales volume, so a location
variable would merely be one more proxy for sales volume within the conﬁnes of the
analysis. Second, although property professionals make value judgments regarding
location in their analyses of rental evidence, their analyses are qualitative. Pedestrian
ﬂows are the quantitative measure of position strength, but this data is not always in
existence, nor would it be readily accessible.
The statistically signiﬁcant differential (log) intercepts are all positive and of
approximately the same magnitude. This could indicate that although these store types
are distinguishable from the General Mall Store type, they are not individually
distinguishable. In short, there may only be two distinguishable types of store, General
Mall Store and a second group comprising of Books/Music/Photography, Electrical
Goods, Fresh Food, Jewelry, Lottery, Footwear and Specialty Clothing. In order to
test this hypothesis, a restricted least squares was carried out with one dummy variable
containing all these signiﬁcant store types. The test results reject the assertion that
there are only two distinguishable store types.
It has been argued that size is the overall dominating factor in rentals per square
meter. The descriptive statistics and the results of the regression analyses support the
importance of size. Further analyses were undertaken in order to test if the size
variable was dominating the estimated models. Based on F-tests, the Size variable
was found to add signiﬁcant explanatory power. In the retailer category model,
explanatory power was increased by 11% following the inclusion of the size variable.
Similarly, explanatory power increased by 7% following inclusion of the store
category dummies. The increased explanatory power in the General Mall Store
equation was 10% for both variables. Accordingly, store type and size are both
signiﬁcant factors in explaining rentals but the contention that size dominates sales
volumes (proxied by store type) is not upheld. The regression results are broadly
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Again, regression diagnostics reported in Exhibit 5 do not suggest that the results are
misleading. Although normality is rejected, analysis of the residuals indicated that the
rejection was due to the inﬂuence of a number of dominant outliers.
Conclusion
From theoretical models and the empirical evidence it is apparent that landlords do
not allocate space to maximize total rentals in a piecemeal fashion. Low rental per
square meter retailers are accommodated with high rental retailers. The estimated
model in this article tested the assertion that anchor, food court and mall store
categories are heterogeneous groups. The results conﬁrm this is to be the case. The
externality generating roles of these categories is unique in that shopping centers
require the combination of these categories to operate optimally.
It follows from this that at review both parties must recognize that they are bargaining
for the rental of a store type with given externality-generating ability. The implication
of this for rental reviews is that evidence within categories is likely to be more
comparable than out of category evidence. For example, it would not seem appropriate
Jewelry tenants (with high average sales per square meter) to bargain rentals on the
basis of evidence of Anchor stores (typically with low sales per square meter).20 The
test results conﬁrm the views of property professionals and provides supporting
evidence for the status quo.
The second regression model results lead to the conclusion that Books/Music/
Photography, Electrical Goods, Fresh Food, Jewelry, Lottery and Footwear are all
distinguishable General Mall Store types. Thus property professionals, when
reviewing evidence across these types of retailers should at least consider the
appropriateness of a type adjustment. No evidence is found to suggest that Fashion,
Hair, Pharmacy or Service types behave any different to General Mall Store retailers.
Occupancy Cost, Center Turnover and Size have been included as the control variables
in the rental regression models. The descriptive statistics appear to indicate that
occupancy costs negatively effect rentals, but this is not strongly supported by the
results. The conclusion cannot be drawn from this study that a direct subtraction of
Occupancy Cost differences between rental evidence is appropriate. The regression
results do lead us to conﬁrm that Center Turnover is positively related to base rentals.
The implication of these results is that property professionals, when comparing rental
evidence between centers, should consider adjustments for differences in turnover and
occupancy cost. The exact adjustments will depend on the speciﬁc case and it is
recommended that further research test these relationships in other markets.
The negative relationship between size and base rentals is conﬁrmed again in this
study. Size adjustments to same type and differing type evidence should continue to
be made by appraisers, recognizing this relationship. The proposition that size
dominates the inﬂuence of retailer type on base rents is not supported.
The results should be qualiﬁed on two counts. As location differences are mostly
unquantiﬁable and highly visible, they provide fertile grounds for discord. Location294 JOURNAL OF REAL ESTATE RESEARCH
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differences could eclipse the importance of retailer type, occupancy cost, size and
center turnover, in speciﬁc cases. Second, this is a cross-sectional study, based on
1992 data only. Therefore no evidence is available of the stability of the relationships
over time in New Zealand. It would be surprising in such a dynamic market as
retailing (and New Zealand could be described as an emerging market in this industry)
for covariances between the various retail types and base rents to be constant in the
long run. The results reported are nevertheless important because they illustrate that
type of retailer (and the other variables tested) can inﬂuence base rents. It would be
interesting to see if subsequent analyses provided corroboration of these results.
Notes
1See Eppli and Benjamin (1994) for a review of the empirical and theoretical literature.
2Base rents are face contract rentals, consistently with operating expenses paid by the tenant,
and usually subject to an overriding percentage of turnover clause. Although this type of lease
is exceptional in the current U.K. market, this does not restrict the substance of conclusions
from the U.K. At all times, we discuss base rentals in terms of base rental per square meter.
3Community shopping centers as deﬁned by the International Council of Shopping Centers.
4A cross-sectional analysis of covariance study seeks to explain an endogenous variable captured
at one period, with a combination of qualitative and quantitative explanatory variables.
5Lottery stores are comprised of ‘‘Lotto’’ vendors, the nationwide New Zealand lottery.
6Ingene and Ghosh (1990) also argue demand externalities are unidirectional in this way.
7Gatzlaff, Sirmans and Diskin (1993) report empirical evidence from small and medium sized
U.S. centers that the loss of an anchor tenant on average causes a decline in rent of 25%–30%.
8For example, see Stanley and Sewall (1976) and Thompson (1967)
9Samuelson (1976) deﬁnes an external economy as a favorable effect on an entity that comes
from the action of a different entity. Retail demand externalities are also called customer trafﬁc
generators.
10For example, Benjamin, Boyle and Sirmans (1990, 1992) and Teale (1993).
11It should be recognized that appraisers in New Zealand and many other countries are usually
unable to access turnover data. This is commonly the case in New Zealand, Australia and the
U.K Teale (1993) suggests that retail rent reviews within shopping centers in the U.K. should
be done with the beneﬁt of trading data veriﬁed by audit.
12A further interesting ﬁnding from the analysis of descriptive statistics is that the base rent
standard deviation (as a percentage of the type mean) is consistently reduced by adjusting for
current occupancy costs. This supports the proposition that retailer tenancies are negotiated with
a view to the gross occupancy cost, rather than base rent. The reduction in variability is
consistently within 2%–7% across the various retail types. Within the sample, occupancy costs
average approximately 25% of base rents.
13It was found that taking natural logs of the variables considerably reduces heteroskedasticity.
14The impact of b4 and b5 on the base rent is given by the equation; g* 5 exp [bi 2 0.5V(bi)]
2 1, where bi 5 b4 or b5, 100g* is the percentage impact of each of the dummy variables on
Base Rents, and V(bi) are variance estimates of b4 and b5. For an explanation of the interpretation
of dummy variables with a logarithmic dependant variable see Kennedy (1981) and Halvorsen
and Palmquist (1980).
15The retailer categories are similar to the ones used in previous empirical studies of U.S. centers
(for example, see Kinnard, De Lottie, Kinnard and Geckler, 1993).
16However, the results reported by Kinnard, De Lottie, Kinnard and Geckler (1993) suggest that
including a control variable for date of lease does not signiﬁcantly alter the explanatory value
of models such as the one estimated.SHOPPING CENTER RENTALS: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RETAIL TENANT MIX 295
17The use of percentage changes between types of retailer is a compromise solution that has
been adopted, but this has no empirical foundation.
18General Mall Store is comprised of stores not included in the other twelve mall store types.
19Deﬁned as current occupancy cost net of rent per square meter.
20Deﬁned as total center turnover for the previous accounting year divided by net lettable area
for the center.
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